
You are a super organised Bride or Groom and you want a stress-

free DIY wedding. Your plans will be looked at under a magnifying glass and we

will ensure you have thought about everything. 

You are starting to feel a bit overwhelmed and want to talk through your plans

with an experienced event manager. 

Your planning has stalled. You’re not sure how to move forward or where to start.

You know what you want your wedding to look like, but you don’t know how to get

there. 

We will help you to create a detail itinerary for your wedding day. Making sure it

flows, thinking about the details and ensure your guest won’t be bored. We will

pair this with our unique event management tool kit. Giving you a ‘doom list’ and

a ‘working document’ template, you’ll leave armed with our best and tested

planning methods. 

Trouble shooting. We will listen to your ideas and highlight problem areas. We’ll let

you know which parts of your plans might need a bit more work or where

problems might crop up. We will give you a helping hand to start contingency

plans too. 

We will create an actionable and personalised list of things you need complete to

ensure you have a wonderful DIY wedding day. 

We will share our BEST supplier details. 

If you are one of our extra special Hargate Hall couples, we will also meet at the

venue and conduct a short run through. 

You can ask as many questions as you can possibly squeeze into three hours. We

will bring our decade of experience and share creative ideas for decoration and

planning. 

We’ll finish off our session with a nice glass of fizz and a piece of cake. Exactly

how all weddings should be planned. 

We get it. You want a DIY wedding because you want to do it yourself. You know

how you want everything to look. You (rightly) want the credit, but you’ve got a few

niggles in the back of your mind. A few worries and questions that are starting to

keep you awake at night. We know weddings. We can help. There is no such thing as

too much planning. Don’t worry your way through the wedding planning process. 

  

This package is perfect for you if:

 

 

 

 

What does it include:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Essential Planning Package
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